PRE INFO NEW PRODUCT
ROSCOPE mini

Ø8,5mm
waterproof
camera imager
to 1m water
depth

Flexible 120cm
camera cable

*Upper cost limit will be defined in cw 7

2,5“ Display with
180° rotation

Incl. belt clip on
backside

Extremely compact
design

BOX
Incl. magnet and
mirror as accessory

Cable inlets for the
perfect stowage
Intuitiv handling
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*leads to the ROSCOPE
mini product webside

PRE INFO NEW PRODUCT
ROSCOPE mini
Logistics and Sales
Name

ROSCOPE Mini

Article no.

1000002268

Pack. unit

1

Weight of pack. unit

0,6 kg

Dimensions pack. unit
Short description of product:
The ROSCOPE mini is a compact inspection camera which fits perfectly into
the new ROBOX system. Its small size makes it a „tool for every tool box“. The
Ø8,5mm IP68 waterproofed imager snake has a length of 120cm which makes
it the perfect tool for a quick and easy solution. The ROSCOPE Mini is
powered by 4 standard AA cells and is able to save 30 picture images on its
on-board storage. Additionally there are magnet and mirror imager accessories
stored in an internal cavity within the unit. On top there is a belt-clip feature on
the rear cover. Every end user should have one unit for all small inspections
during his daily business – e.g. hollow space inspection, ACR control, etc.

Scope of delivery

150 x 90 x 40 mm
-

ROSCOPE Mini Basic device
Magnet and mirror accessories
Belt hook
ROBOX

Available from ROKE

01.03.2018

Advance sales start

12.02.2018

appr. LP

Key buying factors
The extremely compact design makes it a „tool for every toolbox“

149,95€

Technical data

Ø8,5mm waterproof camera imager to 1m water depth

Power Supply

4 AA Alkaline Batteries

180° rotatable 2,5“ display with digital 4x zoom

Length

~150mm (fits in ROBOXB2350)

Width

~80mm (fits in ROBOXB2350)

Depth

Video Out

~40mm (fits in ROBOXB2350)
320x240 RGB with LED backlight (2.5-inch
Color)
None

Run-time on battery

3.5 hours (approximately)

Operating Temperature

0°C to 50°C

Storage Temperature

-20°C to 60°C

Relative Humidity

95% RH non-condensing

features

benefits

Extremely compact design with
Cable inlets for the perfect
stowage

The end user is always able to stow it cleanly
in every tool box.

Ø8,5mm / 120cm flexible
imager snake with tool-free
mirror and magnet accessory

Flexible, fast and easy usage. 90° pipe bends
are no challenge. There is no disassembly
needed and small objects can be grabbed
easily thanks to the magnet accessory.

Belt clip

Using the belt clip, the customer is always
having the camera within reach, and is able to
make a quick inspection whenever it is
necessary.
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Screen Resolution

